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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. What is the correct order of activities to complete the steps in the SOA
requirements process. Step 3, Create/Expand Business Functional Model is already completed
for you.
A. Step 1, Refine Requirements into Enterprise Requirements; Step 2, Gather and Review
Project Requirements; Step 4 Classify the Requirements against the Functional Model.
B. Step 1, Gather and Review Project Requirements; Step 2, Refine Requirements into
Enterprise Requirements; Step 4, Classify the Requirements against the Functional Model.
C. Step 1, Classify the Requirements against the Functional Model; Step 2, Refine Requirements
into Enterprise Requirements; Step 4, Gather and Review Project Requirements.
D. Step 1, Gather Enterprise Service Requirements; Step 2, Classify the Requirements against
the Functional Model; Step 4, Gather and Review Project Requirements.
E. Step 1, Gather Project Service Requirements; Step 2, Classify the Requirements against the
Enterprise Service Requirements; Step 4, Classify the Requirements against the
FunctionalModel
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/entarch/oracle-pg-soa-ident-svc-r3-215
61704.pdf(page 22)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following scenarios will ensure that the value of the NEXT_STEPNO column in a
given row of table TABLEX exists as a value of column STEPNO (usually in another row) in the
same table?
A. Define column STEPNO as the primary key of TABLEX and column NEXT_STEPNO as a foreign
key referencing column STEPNO of the same table.
B. Define a UNIQUE constraint on the columns NEXT_STEPNO and STEPNO.
C. Define column NEXT_STEPNO as the primary key of TABLEX and column STEPNO as a foreign
key referencing column NEXT_STEPNO in the same table.

D. Define a CHECK constraint on the NEXT_STEPNO column (NEXT_STEPNO = STEPNO).
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and Drop Question
An organization requests the following behavior for a case type that allows customers to place
orders for fulfillment.
When the customer logs in:
- The application identifies the customer upon login.
- The case type lists the last 10 orders placed by the customer.
- The customer can select one of the previous 10 orders as the basis
for the current order.
Select each piece of Information on the left and drag it to the appropriate Clipboard Location.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements is most correct? The modified IRR (MIRR) method:
A. All of these answers are correct.
B. Calculates a return that is always less than the regular IRR.
C. Overcomes the problem of multiple rates of return.
D. Always leads to the same ranking decision as NPV for independent projects.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
MIRR assumes that cash flows from all projects are reinvested at the cost of capital, while the
regular IRR assumes that the cash flows from each project are reinvested at the project's own
IRR. The MIRR is a better indicator of profitability because reinvestment at the cost of capital is
generally more correct.
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